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still-hhigh unemployyment and veryy low inflation,, many
Europpean markets rrose (Exhibit 22).
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Emerrging markets hhave been plaggued by ongoinng concerns
about
ut economic groowth alongsidee macroeconom
mic
instabbility in countrries such as Ukkraine and Turkkey. These
issuees have been a hheadwind overr the past year and led to a
smalll first quarter loss for emerging-markets stoocks.

A
After a very stro
ong 2013, global stock markeets declined
eaarly in the first-quarter, but en
nded mostly po
ositive
(E
Exhibit 1) desp
pite developmen
nts such as Russia’s
annnexation of Crimea, further evidence that China’s
C
grrowth is slowin
ng amidst goveernment effortss to manage a
pootential credit bubble,
b
the chaangeover in Federal Reserve
leeadership, and a general contiinuation of the slow
ecconomic recovery in the Unitted States and Europe.
E

mong the quartter’s stronger pperformers,
Core bonds were am
forcing the impportant role theyy play in a diversified
reinfo
portfo
folio.
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D
Developed interrnational stockss were flat, larg
gely due to a
sizeable decline in Japan. In th
he midst of slow
w growth but

mewhat
US eeconomic data ffor the first quarter were som
disapppointing, but tthis was largelyy due to unusuually cold
weathher, which deppressed a numbber of the shortt-term
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Meanwhile, the corporate sector has under-spent and oversaved. A pickup in capital spending could easily push
overall GDP growth even higher. Exhibit 6 shows a
corporate capital expenditure (capex) model which points
toward a meaningful pickup in capital spending. Other
forward-looking indicators are also encouraging. In
particular, both the NFIB small business survey and a
composite indicator of capex expectations from five
regional Fed surveys point to a pickup in capex later this
year. Consistent with this top-down assessment, a recent
bottom-up analysis by Goldman Sachs found that S&P 500
companies expected to boost capex spending by 7% this
year (based on guidance provided during recent quarterly
earnings conference calls), a solid increase over the 2%
growth recorded last year. With economic uncertainty
diminishing and capital costs falling, capex growth should
quicken.

indicators of the economy’s health (construction activity,
consumer purchases, etc.). Nevertheless, the economy
appears to be passing this soft patch. The latest Institute
for Supply Management reading shows a rebound and the
most recent Philadelphia Fed survey also displays renewed
acceleration (Exhibit 3). In the meantime, the labor market
continues to strengthen, with unemployment insurance
claims registering persistent declines (Exhibit 4). Overall,
the picture remains one of modest but steady economic
growth.
Exhibit 4: Persons Claiming Unemployment (Total)

Exhibit 6

Source: Bloomberg

The US economic recovery has also been rather broadbased and stronger than headline gross domestic product
(GDP) suggests. Exhibit 5 shows that the private sector
has delivered average annual GDP growth of 3.3% since
2009, far better than headline GDP growth of 2.4% over
the same period. This subdued GDP growth has been
caused primarily by retrenchment in public-sector
spending, which has been contracting 1.6% per year. With
the US public sector no longer initiating spending cuts,
overall economic growth should begin to gravitate toward
the speed set by the private sector.
Source: BCA Research

Exhibit 5: Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
CENTRAL BANK POLICY
The Federal Reserve under Chair Janet Yellen relies on a
set of qualitative assessments to determine its policy
moves. She has made it clear that it will take a long time
before the Fed begins to raise interest rates, that the pace of
rate hikes will be gradual and that the terminal value of
short-term interest rates will be lower than most anticipate.
At this point, the European Central Bank (ECB) is lagging
behind the deflationary curve. Although inflation has
already undershot its target, it does not necessarily
guarantee additional easing of monetary policy. Signs of
economic recovery have made it even less likely that the
ECB will ease more. Nevertheless, European stock prices
have performed strongly since last year, suggesting that
tightening sovereign spreads (the difference in interest
rates among the various countries in Europe) and low
interest rates are probably more important than quantitative

Source: BCA Research
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easing in determining economic and asset-market
performance.

four-phase framework for judging where we are in the fed
funds interest rate cycle based on where interest rates
currently are relative to their equilibrium/natural level
(accommodative or restrictive) and the direction of the
Fed’s last move (up or down). We noted that the current
phase (accommodative and down) is by far the best
backdrop for US stock returns.

Finally, a likely shift in China’s monetary policy toward
easing should have a positive impact on the world
economy. This is mainly because the Chinese economy is
a key marginal setter for global growth. Any expectation
of growth reacceleration as a result of an easing in
monetary policy would be interpreted favorably by the
financial markets. Since the velocity of credit tends to lead
interest rates, the recent meaningful decline in credit
velocity suggests the downward pressure on Chinese
interest rates is rising and predicts a fall in lending rates
(Exhibit 7).

Exhibit 8

Exhibit 7

Source: BCA Research

Source: Bloomberg

Overall, monetary conditions will remain very stimulative.
Although the Fed has tapered its asset purchases and the
ECB has rolled back its balance sheet, China is likely to be
the next to cut interest rates.

While we may have entered a testing phase where the
expansion of valuations goes on hold for a while, it seems
reasonable to expect that the equity bull market may soon
move into a third, perhaps final stage, which will be
characterized by even greater valuation expansion,
intensification of speculation and ultimately, formation of
asset bubbles. This is a much more difficult environment
than before because stock prices have risen substantially
and a lot of good news has already been discounted by the
marketplace. By most valuation measures, stocks in
developed markets are no longer a compelling value.

FINANCIAL MARKETS
As we noted in our third-quarter, 2013 report, the postcrash recovery in global stocks can be viewed as a twophase process. The first phase developed in early 2009 and
ended in late 2011. During this phase, global financial
markets struggled with the aftershocks of the 2008 Great
Recession and heightened fears of ongoing global shocks.
At the same time, corporate earnings began growing
rapidly (from very depressed levels). Valuations actually
improved as corporate earnings grew faster than stock
prices.

Even though most measures do not point to the market
being at historical extremes, a valuation index based on
relative values of competing assets suggests that the equity
market is about 20% overvalued (Exhibit 9). Similarly,
using the Shiller P/E (price/earnings ratio based on average
inflation-adjusted earnings from the previous 10 years), the
stock market is also overvalued relative to its historical
average (Exhibit 10). Further price gains in excess of
corporate profit growth will take the market into an even
more overvalued stage. Nevertheless, there are a number of
reasons to expect asset prices to move still higher:

The second phase of the bull market started in the fall of
2011 and continues today. During this phase stock prices
have risen much faster than corporate earnings and
valuations have deteriorated as a result. Exhibit 8
illustrates these two phases.
The counter-argument to rich valuations is the extreme
liquidity environment. Last quarter, we looked at a basic
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Fiirst, prolonged zero interest rates
r
will contin
nue to fuel
assset-price inflattion by eliminaating investmen
nt
allternatives. Rissk-free assets either offer a gu
uaranteed loss
orr a zero return in real (inflatio
on adjusted) terrms. This
m
means that any asset
a
with a reaal yield greaterr than zero
beecomes a viablle alternative or even an attracctive
innvestment. Inveestors are forceed to invest in risky
r
assets to
exxtract “excess yield”
y
even tho
ough asset valu
uations
coontinue to deteriorate.

montth forward earnnings growth aat 11%. Even iff 10%+
earniings growth dooesn’t fully matterialize, a reboound in
profitt growth almosst always boossts investor connfidence.
Thirdd, recent econoomic surprises have been to thhe
downnside (as measuured by the Cittigroup Econom
mic
Surprrise Index1 – E
Exhibit 11). As disappointmennts
naturrally drive expeectations lowerr, the likelihoood of
positi
tive surprises reelative to new//revised lower
expecctations increaases. This can bbe seen in the m
meanreverrting tendency of the Surprisee Index.

A
At present, finan
ncial markets do
d not expect any
a Fed rate
hiikes until 2015 and real shortt-term interest rates
r
are
exxpected to stay
y negative untill 2017, suggestting that asset
sppeculation and yield-searchin
ng activities willl only
inntensify over tim
me.

dex
Exhiibit 11: Citigrooup Economicc Surprise Ind

Exhibit 9

Sourcee: Bloomberg

Finallly, the impliedd price volatilitty for the S&P 500 has
trendded lower sincee early 2009 (E
Exhibit 12). Whhen low
intereest rates are coombined with ffalling price voolatility,
finanncial leverage ttakes off as invvestors are draw
wn into
leverred bets becausse of the perceiived stability. U
Usually
finanncial leverage ccontinues grow
wing until intereest rates
beginn to rise. Assum
ming that the F
Fed will only sllowly
nudgge rates higher in early 2015, there is time foor leverage
to groow, even thouggh by some meeasures financiial markets
are allready highly ggeared.
E S&P 500 Vollatility Index
Exhiibit 12: CBOE

Soource: BCA Researrch

Exhibit 10: Shiller Price/Earrnings Ratio

Soource: http://www.multpl.com/shillerr-pe/

Sourcee: Bloomberg

Seecond, macroeconomic condiitions could alsso become
coonducive for crreating asset bu
ubbles. Improv
ving global
grrowth will likely lead to a reaacceleration in corporate
eaarnings, which could encouraage more risk-taking. The
em
mbedded bottom-up analyst’ss estimates hav
ve put 12-

1

The C
Citi Economic Surrprise Index measuure data surprises relative to
markeet expectations/connsensus estimates. A positive readingg means that
data reeleases have been stronger than expeected and a negativve reading
meanss that data releasess have been worse than expected.
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Bottom Line: Although asset prices have become
expensive, monetary, economic and financial conditions
all continue to evolve in a direction that is stimulative for
asset prices.

Overall, we’re not expecting stock market returns
anywhere close to what we experienced last year, but also
do not believe the advance that started in 2009 is complete.
-Brant Kairies
952-885-2732

INVESTMENT STRATEGY

Securities offered through FSC SECURITIES CORP, member FINRA/SIPC and a
registered investment adviser. Investment advisory services offered through Access
Financial Services, Inc., a registered investment adviser not affiliated with FSC
Securities Corp.

Overall, stocks appear to be in the midst of what is
referred to as a continuation pattern, spending some time
backing and filling before getting back to the business of
extending the established trend. We believe earnings and
economic growth will continue, and expect some further
expansion of valuations.

The views expressed are those of Access Financial Services, Inc. and not necessarily
the opinion of FSC Securities Corporation, and should not be construed directly or
indirectly, as an offer to buy or sell any securities mentioned herein. Due to
volatility within the markets mentioned, opinions are subject to change without
notice. Information is based on sources believed to be reliable; however, its
accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed. Investing is subject to risks
including loss of principal invested. Past performance does not guarantee future
results.

In most cases, we are fully invested (as of April 10) at our
benchmark weightings for stocks and bonds. Within
equities, we are overweight European stocks because they
offer high dividend yields and low valuations, and
underweight US small-caps for the opposite reasons
(Exhibit 13). We have slightly reduced our emerging
markets exposure into the recent advance (Exhibit 14) and
believe we will rebuild our exposure when China eases
monetary policy and Chinese growth is more likely to
rebound.
Exhibit 13

Source: BCA Research

Exhibit 14: MSCI Emerging Markets Equity Index

Source: Bloomberg

Within fixed-income, we are underweight US treasuries
and “core” intermediate-term bonds, and overweight highyield, floating-rate and tactical strategies.
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